Dear Investors!
The Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan with the participation of UNDP GEF, USAID, KAZAKH
INVEST, the organizer of the auctions KOREM and the single purchaser Financial Settlement Center of
Renewable Energy are hosting a series of webinars “Auctions for Selection of Renewable Energy Projects in
2020".
The purpose of the webinars is to explain the procedure for conducting auctions for selection of renewable energy projects in the Republic of Kazakhstan, taking into account changes and amendments to existing regulatory legal acts.

WEBINAR PROGRAMME*
15:00 - 15:05

Welcoming speech by Kazakh Invest and the Ministry of Energy of the Republic of
Kazakhstan

Aliya Salimzhuarova, Project Manager, Kazakh Invest
џ Ainur Sospanova, Director of the Renewable Energy Sources Department of the
џ

Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan

15:05 - 15:15

Presentation "Legal framework for organizing and conducting auctions for selection of
renewable energy projects in the Republic of Kazakhstan"
- general characteristics of the power system, resource potential of renewable energy
- changes in legislation in the renewable energy sector
- auctions schedule

џ

Ainur Sospanova, Director of the Renewable Energy Sources Department of the
Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan

Registration

*The webinar organizers reserve the right to make changes to the programme

15:15 - 15:25

Presentation "Organisation and procedures of auctios for selection of renewable energy
projects in the Republic of Kazakhstan"
- registration and obtaining the status of auction participant
- trading day scheme
- features of the auction bidding for project sites
- winners announcement

џ Tatyana Polyanichkina, Managing Director of KOREM

15:25 - 15:35

Presentation “Project Auction Bidding. Projects for the construction of 20 MW SPP in
Kyzylorda and Turkestan regions”
- information on projects: technical parameters, site location
- connection to networks (power distribution scheme)
- procedure for transfer of documentation to the winner of auction

џ Zhenis Dyusenov, Director of the Department, Financial Settlement Center of
Renewable Energy

15:35 - 15:45

Presentation "Features of obtaining ﬁnancial support and concluding an agreement
with the winner of auction"
- ﬁnancial support of the application for participation in the auction
- payment for documentation for project auctions
- ﬁnancial support of the contract
- conclusion of PPA

џ Zamira Akhmetova, Head of Department, Financial Settlement Center of Renewable
Energy

15:45 - 16:00

Presentation "Guide for investors on the implementation of renewable energy projects
in Kazakhstan"
- structure and main stages of renewable energy projects implementation
- changes to the Guide in 2020

џ

16:00 - 16:10

Bayan Abylkairova, Deputy Head of the USAID «Power the Future» Programme

Presentation "Experience of holding auctions with developed project documentation"

џ

Yerlan Dairbekov, Expert, UNDP GEF Project "Investments in Renewable Energy
Sources"

16:10 - 16:20

Presentation "Renewable energy as a priority sector: new opportunities for obtaining
investment preferences"
- changes in legislation

џ

16:20 - 16:40

Aliya Salimzhuarova, Project Manager, Kazakh Invest

Q & A Session

Registration

*The webinar organizers reserve the right to make changes to the programme

